Introduction
Many investigators have attempted to establish the connection between solutions of the quasifinear wave equation
--O-y=-Z-Sxa
, -oo <x<~, t>O (
Zk --Zk-t h and the discrete system hzkh=a (Zhk+l--Zkh) -~ h
One problem is whether the function 
Z(x, t)--lim Xkh(t)
h
points (x, t) where Z is differentiab[e.
We shall answer these questions for an equation which models (E). To motivate the choice of the model equation we are forced to say a few words about the nature of the unknown Z.
The function Z(x, t) represents the position at time t of a material point which was located at x at t=0. Similarily, Z~(t) gives the position at time t of a particle (of mass h) which was located at kh at t=0. We envision these particles as moving on a line and therefore insist that the following inequalities be satisfied for all * Cf. VON NEUMANN [1] , LUDFORD, POLACHEK, & SEEGER [2] , GEIRINGER [3] . exist and satisfy is well defined and satisfies (E) (1)h (1) and (1)h are merely the statement that mass points or particles may not pass through one another.
To obtain the discrete model equation, we replace (E)h by ~(t)=0 (M)h whenever t is such that
x -i (t) <z +l (t). (2)h
That (M)h is true whenever (2)h holds amounts to the assumption that intermollecular forces are zero unless particles are in contact. We shall supplement (M)h with the assumption that collisions are elastic. Recall, particle k is said to collide with particle k+ 1 at time tif X~(0 =X~+I (t). If we let v/-(v~+l) be the velocity of the k th particle (kq-1 st particle) before the collision and v + (v~-+l) the velocity of the k th particle (k+ 1 st particle) after the collision, then the assumption that collisions are elastic implies 2) For points (x, t) satisfying I x I > (a-b) t; t > 0, the limits lira ~(t) and lira Xhk+1(t)--)~hk(t)
exist and equal ;~t(x, t) and Zx(x, t) respectively. For points (x, t) such that I x I < (a-b) t, t> 0 the above limits fail to exist.
3) The discrete motions Zhk(t) are decomposable by averaging into a slowly varying component ~Vkh(t) and a rapidly varying component hr/hk(t); i.e.
Zkh(t) = 7t~(t) + h r/~(t), where ~'~(t)=O(1), t/~(t)=O(1), and il~,(t)=O(1/h).
Moreover, ~ has the additional property that lim ~kh(0=Z(X, 0,;~--o0 <X<O0, t>0; We shall now describe the solution of the initial value problem stated in Section 1.
For k< 0, the particle trajectories zh(t) are given by 
(0=kh-2-I z (s)ds+@ I

A routine computation shows that the difference between ~(t) and ~(t) may be written as h~l~(t) where r/~ is O(1) and has a time derivative ii~,=O(l/h).
We shall now show 
Concluding Remarks
We shall now make a number of observations which contrast the behavior of solutions of the limiting continuous system to the behavior of solutions of the particulate system from which it was derived.
Our first observation is that the limiting solution is dissipative while each comparable particulate system is conservative. We shall demonstrate this by the following elementary computation. We let L > 0 be any positive number, and we let L E(L, t)= 89 J ](2(x, t)dx.
The quantity E(L, t) is merely the kinetic energy at time t of those mass points 
